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Abstract
Addressing a question of Gowers, we determine the order of the tower height for the partition
size in a version of Szemere´di’s regularity lemma.
1 Introduction
Szemere´di’s regularity lemma [14] is one of the most powerful tools in graph theory. An early version
was used by Szemere´di [13] in his proof of the celebrated Erdo˝s-Tura´n conjecture (now known as
Szemere´di’s theorem) on long arithmetic progressions in dense subsets of the integers. The regularity
lemma (see the surveys [9], [12]) has since become a central tool in extremal combinatorics, with many
applications in number theory, graph theory, and theoretical computer science. Roughly speaking, the
lemma says that the vertex set of any graph may be partitioned into a small number of parts such
that the bipartite subgraph between almost every pair of parts behaves in a random-like fashion.
We next describe more precisely a version of Szemere´di’s regularity lemma. This version was first
formulated by Lova´sz and Szegedy [10], and can easily be shown to be equivalent to Szemere´di’s original
version. For a pair of vertex subsets X and Y of a graph G, let e(X,Y ) be the number of ordered
pairs of vertices (x, y) ∈ X × Y that have an edge between them in the graph. Let d(X,Y ) = e(X,Y )|X||Y |
be the edge density between X and Y . The irregularity of the pair X,Y is defined to be
irreg(X,Y ) = max
U⊂X,W⊂Y
∣∣e(U,W )− |U ||W |d(X,Y )∣∣.
This is a value between 0 and |X||Y |. If this is a small fraction of |X||Y |, then the edge distribution
between X and Y is quite uniform, or random-like. The irregularity of a partition P of the vertex
set of G is defined to be
irreg(P) =
∑
X,Y ∈P
irreg(X,Y ).
Szemere´di’s regularity lemma, as stated in [10], is as follows.
Theorem 1.1. For any ǫ > 0, there is a (least) M(ǫ) such that any graph G = (V,E) has a vertex
partition into at most M(ǫ) parts with irregularity at most ǫ|V |2.
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We present for completeness the standard proof of the regularity lemma in Section 2, using a density
increment argument with the mean square density. It shows that M(ǫ) is at most a tower of twos of
height O(ǫ−2). By a careful argument, we obtain a tower height which is at most 2+ǫ−2/16. Formally,
the tower function T (n) of height n is defined recursively by T (1) = 2 and T (n) = 2T (n−1).
A vertex partition of a graph is equitable if any two parts differ in size by at most one. In the
statement of the regularity lemma, it is often added that the vertex partition is equitable. There are
several good reasons not to add this requirement to the regularity lemma. First, our main result,
which gives a lower bound on M(ǫ) whose height is on the same order as the upper bound, does not
need this requirement. Second, the proof of the upper bound is cleaner without it. Finally, it is further
shown in [6] that whether or not an equitable partition is required has a negligible effect on M(ǫ).
The original version of the regularity lemma is as follows. A pair of vertex subsets X,Y is ǫ-regular if
for all U ⊂ X and W ⊂ Y with |U | ≥ ǫ|X| and |W | ≥ ǫ|Y |, we have |d(U,W )− d(X,Y )| ≤ ǫ. It is not
difficult to show that if a pair X,Y is ǫ-regular, then its irregularity is at most ǫ|X||Y |. Conversely,
if the irregularity is at most ǫ3|X||Y |, then the pair is ǫ-regular. A vertex partition with k parts is
ǫ-regular if all but at most ǫk2 pairs of parts are ǫ-regular. The regularity lemma states that for every
ǫ > 0, there is a K(ǫ) such that there is an equitable ǫ-regular partition into at most K(ǫ) parts.
Again, it is not too difficult to see that if the irregularity of an equitable partition is at most ǫ4|V |2,
then it is ǫ-regular. Conversely, if an equitable partition is ǫ-regular, it has irregularity at most 2ǫ|V |2.
For many applications, it would be helpful to have a smaller bound on the number of parts in the
regularity lemma. In other words, can the bound on M(ǫ) be significantly improved? A breakthrough
result of Gowers [7] gave a negative answer to this problem, showing that K(ǫ) is at least a tower of
twos of height on the order of ǫ−1/16, and hence M(ǫ) is at least a tower of height on the order of
ǫ−1/64. Bolloba´s referred to this important work as a ‘tour de force’ in Gowers’ Fields Medal citation
[3]. Gowers [7] further raises the problem of determining the correct order of the tower height in
Szemere´di’s regularity lemma.
More recently, Conlon and Fox [5] estimated the number of irregular pairs in the regularity lemma,
and Moshkovitz and Shapira [11] gave a simpler proof of a tower-type lower bound. However, these
results still left a substantial gap in the order of the tower height.
The main result in this paper is a tight lower bound on the tower height in the regularity lemma.
It shows that M(ǫ) in Theorem 1.1, the regularity lemma, can be bounded from below and above by
a tower of twos of height on the order of ǫ−2. Our lower bound construction shows that the density
increment argument using the mean square density in the proof of the regularity lemma cannot be
improved.
Theorem 1.2. For ǫ < 1/4, there is a constant c > 0 such that the bound M(ǫ) on the number of
parts in the regularity lemma is at least a tower of twos of height at least cǫ−2.
The assumption ǫ < 1/4 is needed because it is easy to check that M(ǫ) = 1 for ǫ ≥ 1/4 and
M(ǫ) ≥ 2 otherwise. The proof shows that we may take c = 10−26, although we do not try to optimize
this constant in order to give a clearer presentation.
All of the proofs of tower-type lower bounds on the regularity lemma, including that of Theorem 1.2,
build on the basic framework developed by Gowers in [7]. It involves a probabilistic construction of a
graph which requires many parts in any partition with small irregularity. A simple argument shows
that it is sufficient for the construction to be an edge-weighted graph, with edge weights in [0, 1]. The
construction begins with a sequence of equitable vertex partitions P0,P1, . . . ,Ps with s = Θ(ǫ
−2)
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and Pi+1 a refinement of Pi with exponentionally more parts than Pi. The weight of an edge will
depend on which parts its vertices lie in. The proof further shows that any partition of the constructed
graph with irregularity at most ǫ cannot be too far from being a refinement of Ps, which has many
parts. The theorem quickly follows from this result.
There are two novelties in the proof of Theorem 1.2. While the previous constructions could not
give a tight bound, the lower bound construction here is carefully chosen to mimic the upper bound.
However, the main novelty is in how we analyze the construction. To get a good lower bound on the
irregularity of a partition, it is helpful to see how each part S breaks into smaller pieces based on each
partition Pi. A careful bookkeeping allows us to lower bound the irregularity by collecting how much
S splits at each step i. Previous arguments could not collect the contributions to the irregularity from
a part splitting off in pieces over different steps.
To accomplish this, we need careful averaging arguments over many parts to obtain the desired
bound. This type of averaging argument is in fact necessary as we cannot guarantee irregularity from
a particular part S. Indeed, it is not too difficult to show that for each ǫ > 0 there is a k = k(ǫ)
which is only exponential in ǫ−O(1) such that every graph has an equitable vertex partition into parts
V1, . . . , Vk such that V1 is ǫ-regular with every other part Vj . This justifies the need for the more global
averaging arguments we use to bound the irregularity.
We remark that Theorem 1.1 is often more convenient to work with than the original version of the
regularity lemma. There are several reasons for this. One reason is that in various applications, the
standard notion of regularity requires considering extra case analysis depending on whether or not
certain subsets are at least an ǫ-fraction of a part. This is so that one can apply the density conclusion
in the definition of an ǫ-regular pair. A good example is the proof of the counting lemma, an important
tool in combination with the regularity lemma. See [4] for a nice proof of the counting lemma using
the notion of irregularity. Another reason is that the notion of irregularity is closely related to the
cut norm developed in the proof of the Frieze-Kannan weak regularity lemma, which begets the close
relationship between these two important result; see [4, 5, 10, 12, 15] for details.
Organization. In the next section, we present a proof of Szemere´di’s regularity lemma, Theorem
1.1. In Section 3, we present our construction for the lower bound. In Section 4, we review some
properties of weighted graphs that follow from their singular values, including a bipartite analogue of
the expander mixing lemma. In Section 5, we use these results to show where most of the irregularity
of the construction comes from. In Section 6, we use this to show that our construction requires a large
number of parts for any partition of small irregularity. In the last section, we make some concluding
remarks. For the sake of clarity of presentation, we do not make any serious attempt to optimize
absolute constants in our statements and proofs.
2 Regularity Lemma Upper Bound
Here, for completeness, we present the proof of Szemere´di’s regularity lemma, showing that the bound
M(ǫ) on the number of parts is at most a tower of twos of height at most 2 + ǫ−2/16. The proof is
similar to Szemere´di’s original proof [14], although it uses a probabilistic approach as in [2].
The key idea that makes the proof work is to use a density increment argument with the mean square
density. Let G = (V,E) be a graph and let P be a vertex partition into parts V1, V2, . . . , Vk. The
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mean square density of the partition P is defined to be
q(P) :=
k∑
i,j=1
|Vi||Vj |
|V |2
d(Vi, Vj)
2.
Let x and y be two vertices of G, chosen independently and uniformly at random. Let Z be the
random variable which is the density d(Vi, Vj) between the pair of parts for which x ∈ Vi and y ∈ Vj .
Note that the mean square density q(P) is exactly E[Z2]. Now, suppose that we have a refinement
P ′ of P. Let Z ′ be the corresponding random variable for P ′. It is not difficult to see that for any
fixed i, j, we have E(Z ′|x ∈ Vi, y ∈ Vj) = d(Vi, Vj), which is equal to Z conditioned on x ∈ Vi and
y ∈ Vj . Thus,
E(Z ′2 − Z2|x ∈ Vi, y ∈ Vj) = E((Z ′ − Z)2 + 2Z(Z ′ − Z)|x ∈ Vi, y ∈ Vj)
= E((Z ′ − Z)2|x ∈ Vi, y ∈ Vj) + E(2Z(Z ′ − Z)|x ∈ Vi, y ∈ Vj)
= E((Z ′ − Z)2|x ∈ Vi, y ∈ Vj). (1)
This is clearly non-negative for any pair of parts Vi, Vj . This implies that the mean square den-
sity cannot decrease from taking a refinement. However, the next lemma shows that if we take the
refinement P ′ carefully, we can find a lower bound on the difference in terms of the irregularity of P.
Lemma 2.1. Suppose we have a partition P into k parts, with irregularity z|V |2. Then, there is a
refinement P ′ of P with at most k2k+1 parts and q(P ′) ≥ q(P) + 4z2.
Proof. Let V1, V2, . . . , Vk be the parts of P. Fix a pair of parts Vi, Vj. First, assume i 6= j (this just
makes the argument a bit simpler). Let the irregularity of Vi and Vj be zij |Vi||Vj |, given by subsets
Wi ⊂ Vi, Wj ⊂ Vj. Hence, we have
zij =
1
|Vi||Vj |
∣∣e(Wi,Wj)− |Wi||Wj |d(Vi, Vj)∣∣ = |Wi||Wj |
|Vi||Vj |
∣∣d(Wi,Wj)− d(Vi, Vj)∣∣.
For simplicity of notation, we will assume that the value on the right hand side in the absolute value is
positive; the exact same proof works if it is negative. For now, let P ′ be the refinement of P obtained
by dividing Vi into Wi and Ui = Vi \Wi, and Vj into Wj and Uj = Vj \Wj , and keeping the rest of the
parts the same. Let Z and Z ′ be defined as before, and let Z˜ be the random variable equal to Z ′ −Z
conditioned on x ∈ Vi, y ∈ Vj . Using (1), we have
E(Z ′2 − Z2|x ∈ Vi, y ∈ Vj) = E((Z ′ − Z)2|x ∈ Vi, y ∈ Vj) = E(Z˜2).
If x ∈ Vi, y ∈ Vj, then Z = d(Vi, Vj). However, if x ∈ Wi, y ∈ Wj, then Z
′ = d(Wi,Wj) and
Z˜ = d(Wi,Wj)− d(Vi, Vj) = zij
|Vi||Vj |
|Wi||Wj| .
We use the following simple fact. If T is a random variable with E(T ) = 0 and T = a 6= 0 with
probability p < 1, then E(T 2) ≥ p1−pa
2. Indeed, if we let x = E(T |T 6= a), then we have
0 = E(T ) = pa+ (1− p)x,
which gives
x =
−pa
1− p
,
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and so
E(T 2) = pa2 + (1− p)E(T 2|T 6= a) ≥ pa2 + (1− p)x2 = pa2 +
p2a2
1− p
=
p
1− p
a2,
where the inequality is by an application of the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality.
We know that if x ∈ Wi, y ∈ Wj, then Z˜ is equal to zij
|Vi||Vj |
|Wi||Wj | . Let w = |Wi||Wj | and v = |Vi||Vj |
Applying the above statement for T = Z˜, a = zij
v
w , and p =
w
v , we obtain that
E(Z ′2 − Z2|x ∈ Vi, y ∈ Vj) = E(Z˜2) ≥ z2ij(v
2/w2)
w/v
1− w/v
= z2ij
1
w
v (1−
w
v )
≥ 4z2ij .
Note that the above is true if we just assume that the partition is a further refinement of P ′. Indeed,
if P ′′ is the refinement and Z ′′ the corresponding random variable, then
E(Z ′′2 − Z2|x ∈ Vi, y ∈ Vj) = E(Z ′′2 − Z ′2|x ∈ Vi, y ∈ Vj) + E(Z ′2 − Z2|x ∈ Vi, y ∈ Vj) ≥ 0 + 4z2ij .
We assumed above that i 6= j. If i = j the same argument works by dividing Vi into four parts, and
keeping the other parts the same.
Now, let us do this division for every pair of parts Vi, Vj , and take the common refinement. With a
slight abuse of notation, call this common refinement P ′, and take Z ′ to be the corresponding random
variable. Hence, the increase in the mean square density is
q(P ′)− q(P) = E(Z ′2)− E(Z2) =
k∑
i,j=1
E(Z ′2 − Z2|x ∈ Vi, y ∈ Vj)
|Vi||Vj |
|V |2
≥
k∑
i,j=1
4z2ij
|Vi||Vj |
|V |2
.
By the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, we have
(
z|V |2
)2
=
 k∑
i,j=1
zij |Vi||Vj |
2 ≤
 k∑
i,j=1
z2ij|Vi||Vj |
 k∑
i,j=1
|Vi||Vj |
 =
 k∑
i,j=1
z2ij |Vi||Vj |
 |V |2.
Dividing this by |V |4/4, we obtain that the increase in the mean square density is at least
4
k∑
i,j=1
z2ij
|Vi||Vj |
|V |2
≥ 4z2.
The part Vi is partitioned into two parts for each j 6= i, and into four parts if j = i. As there are
k parts in P, each part Vi is divided into at most 2
k+1 parts in P ′, giving a total of at most k2k+1
parts in P ′, and completing the proof of the lemma.
Proof of Theorem 1.1. Let d = d(V, V ) be the edge density of the graph G = (V,E). First, note that
if we take the trivial partition with one part, then the mean square density is d2. If we take a partition
into parts of size one, then the mean square density is d. As taking a refinement of a partition can
not decrease the mean square density, the mean square density of any vertex partition of G is always
between d2 and d. Thus, the mean square density of every vertex partition lies in the interval [d2, d]
of length d− d2 = d(1− d) ≤ 1/4. Now, the proof is as follows.
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Let P0 be the trivial partition with one part. We will recursively define a sequence of refinements
P0,P1, . . . as follows. If the partition Pi has irregularity at most ǫ|V |
2, then this is the desired
partition, and we are done. Otherwise, letting k denote the number of parts of Pi, by Lemma 2.1
there is a refinement Pi+1 into at most k2
k+1 parts such that q(Pi+1) ≥ q(Pi)+4ǫ
2. Since the mean
square density cannot be more than q(P0)+1/4, this iteration can happen for at most ⌊ǫ
−2/16⌋ steps,
and we obtain a partition with irregularity at most ǫ|V |2. Thus, the number of parts is at most ks
with s = ⌊ǫ−2/16⌋, where ki is defined recursively by k0 = 1 and ki+1 = ki2ki+1. At each step, we gain
one exponential in the number of parts, and one can easily show by induction that ki ≤ T (i + 2)/4,
where T is the tower function defined in the introduction. Indeed, k0 = 1 = T (2)/4, and by induction
ki+1 = ki2
ki+1 ≤ 22ki ≤ 24ki−2 ≤ 2T (i+2)−2 =
T (i+ 3)
4
.
Thus, the total tower height is at most 2 + ǫ−2/16.
3 Construction
We next give the construction of the graph which we use to prove Theorem 1.2. We will actually
construct a weighted graph G with edge weights in [0, 1]. The following argument is based on a similar
one in [7], but adapted to handle irregularity. It shows that constructing a weighted graph with the
desired properties (rather than an unweighted graph) is sufficient. We first prove the following lemma.
Lemma 3.1. Suppose we have a weighted graph G on N vertices, with weights from the interval
[0, 1]. Let G˜ be a random, unweighted graph on the same set of vertices, where each pair of vertices
forms an edge with probability equal to its weight, independently of the other pairs. Then, with positive
probability, |eG˜(A,B)− eG(A,B)| ≤ 4N
3/2 for every pair A,B of vertex subsets.
Proof. We may assume N ≥ 3 as otherwise the lemma is trivial. For a pair of vertices x, y, let
b(x, y) = G˜(x, y) − G(x, y). Then E(b(x, y)) = 0, and |b(x, y)| ≤ 1, for each x, y. Fix two subsets A
and B. Then
eG˜(A,B)− eG(A,B) =
∑
x∈A
y∈B
b(x, y).
Let t = 4N3/2. We can apply Azuma’s inequality to show that
P (|eG˜(A,B)− eG(A,B)| > t) = P (|
∑
x∈A
y∈B
b(x, y)| > t) ≤ 2e−t
2/(8|A||B|) ≤ 2e−t
2/(8N2) = 2e−2N .
Note that there is an 8 in the exponent instead of a 2 because A and B may intersect.
As there are 22N pairs of sets of vertices A and B, the probability that there is a pair of sets A,B
such that |e
G˜
(A,B)− eG(A,B)| > 4N
3/2 is at most
22N2e−2N = e(2N+1) ln 2−2N = eln 2−2(1−ln 2)N < 1.
Hence, with positive probability, we have |e
G˜
(A,B)−eG(A,B)| ≤ 4N
3/2 for every pair of sets A,B.
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Next, we show that if we replace a weighted graph with an unweighted graph whose existence is
guaranteed by the previous lemma, then the irregularity of any partition cannot decrease by too much.
We note that an unweighted graph can be thought of as a weighted graph with weights 0 and 1.
Lemma 3.2. Suppose we have two weighted graphs G and G′, on the same set V of vertices, such
that for any pair of subsets A,B ⊂ V , we have |eG(A,B)− eG′(A,B)| ≤ t. Then, the following holds:
1. For any pair of subsets U,W ⊂ V , we have
| irregG(U,W )− irregG′(U,W )| ≤ 2t.
2. For any positive integer k and partition P with at most k parts,
| irregG(P) − irregG′(P)| ≤ 2k
2t.
Proof. For part 1, by symmetry between G and G′, it suffices to show that
irregG(U,W )− irregG′(U,W ) ≤ 2t,
or equivalently, irregG′(U,W ) ≥ irregG(U,W )− 2t.
By the definition of irregularity, there are subsets U1 ⊂ U and W1 ⊂W which satisfy∣∣∣∣eG(U1,W1)− |U1||W1||U ||W | eG(U,W )
∣∣∣∣ = irregG(U,W ).
As each of the terms on the left hand side changes by at most t in changing G to G′, the difference
changes by at most 2t. Therefore,∣∣∣∣eG′(U1,W1)− |U1||W1||U ||W | eG′(U,W )
∣∣∣∣ ≥ irregG(U,W )− 2t.
Since irregG′(U,W ) is the maximum of the left side over all sets U1 ⊂ U,W1 ⊂W , this implies that
irregG′(U,W ) ≥ irregG(U,W )− 2t,
completing the proof of part 1.
For part 2, let P partition V into parts V1, V2, . . . , Vl with l ≤ k. Then
irregG(P) =
l∑
i,j=1
irregG(Vi, Vj).
The definition for G′ is analogous. Thus,
|irregG(P) − irregG′(P)| =
∣∣∣∣∣∣
l∑
i,j=1
irregG(Vi, Vj)− irregG′(Vi, Vj)
∣∣∣∣∣∣
≤
l∑
i,j=1
|irregG(Vi, Vj)− irregG′(Vi, Vj)| ≤ l
22t ≤ 2k2t.
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Combining the previous two lemmas, we have the following immediate corollary.
Corollary 3.3. For every weighted graph G on N vertices there is an unweighted graph G′ on the
same set of vertices satisfying | irregG′(P)− irregG(P)| ≤ 8k
2N3/2 for every vertex partition P with
at most k parts.
Now, we will construct a weighted graph on N vertices such that for any partition into at most k
parts, where k is a tower of twos of height 10−26ǫ−2, the irregularity is at least ǫN2. It will be clear
from the construction that we may take N to be arbitrarily large. Let 0 < γ < 1/2. By Corollary
3.3, if we take N ≥ 64γ−2ǫ−2k4, then 8k2N3/2 ≤ γǫN2, and we obtain an unweighted graph such that
the irregularity is at least (1 − γ)ǫN2 in any partition into at most k parts. This justifies why it is
sufficient to construct a weighted graph. If ǫ ≥ 10−13, the height of the tower is at most 1, and the
result follows from the discussion immediately after Theorem 1.2. Hence, we can and will assume that
ǫ < 10−13.
The weighted graph G we construct to get a lower bound on M(ǫ) is bipartite. This simplifies the
analysis of the construction, and does not affect the constants by too much. For the edge-weighted
bipartite graph G between vertex sets V andW , each of equal size, we will have a sequence of equitable
vertex partitions P0,P1, . . . ,Ps of V , and Q0,Q1, . . . ,Qs of W with Pi+1 a refinement of Pi, Qi+1
a refinement of Qi for 0 ≤ i ≤ s − 1, |Pi| = |Qi| for 0 ≤ i ≤ s, and the number of parts of Pi+1
is exponential in the number of parts of Pi. More precisely, we have a sequence xi, and we will
divide each part of Pi−1 and Qi−1 into 2xi equal parts. We let ki be the number of parts of Pi, so
ki = 2xiki−1. We start with k0 = 1, x1 = 210, and let xi+1 = 2xi/16 for i ≥ 1. For example, it follows
that x2 = 2
26 and x3 = 2
260 . Note that we did not say anything about the number of vertices in the
parts of the last partition, which can be any positive integer. Thus, the number of vertices of the
graph can be arbitrarily large, and thus the argument in the previous paragraph does indeed work.
Let α be the minimum number with α > 226 · 10000ǫ and α−1 is a multiple of 6 (this will make our
calculations later simpler). Since ǫ < 10−13, we have that 226 · 10000ǫ < 1/6, and this implies that
α ≤ 227 · 10000ǫ. We take s = α−2/36. Thus, s ≥ 136 ·
1
254·108 ǫ
−2 ≥ 10−26ǫ−2. Note that we only need
to specify the edge weights between V and W because the non-edges (those pairs inside V or inside
W ) have weight 0.
We begin with a weighted bipartite graph G0 which has constant weight 1/2 between V and W , and
take P0 and Q0 to be the trivial partitions of each side into a single part. For each i from 1 to s,
we will construct a weighted bipartite graph Gi between V and W with every edge edge weight equal
to −α, 0, or α. The graph Gi will have the property that it is constant between any part in Pi and
any part in Qi. Thus, Gi is a blow-up of an edge-weighted graph between Pi and Qi. We will let
G˜i = G0 +G1 + · · · +Gi, i.e., the edge weight of a pair in G˜i is the sum, over all j ≤ i, of that pair’s
edge weight in Gj . The weighted graph G is defined as G := G˜s = G0 + . . . + Gs, so that the edge
weight in G is the sum of the edge weights of the corresponding edge in each Gi.
For the construction, we have left to specify the edge weights in the Gi for i ≥ 1, and we do so
recursively. We do the following for each i from 1 to s. If the (constant) weight in G˜i−1 across a
pair X ∈ Pi−1 and Y ∈ Pi−1 is 0 or 1, then we call the pair X,Y inactive, and the edge weight
in Gi across the pair X,Y is 0. Otherwise, we call the pair X,Y active, and, since G0 had constant
weight 1/2, and since α−1 is an even integer, the (constant) weight between the pair X,Y in G˜i−1 is
a multiple of α which is at least α and at most 1− α.
For every pair X ∈ Pi−1, Y ∈ Qi−1 of parts, we do the following. Recall that X and Y are each
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divided into 2xi parts in Pi and Qi, respectively. We randomly divide the 2xi parts in X into two
groups of size xi, and let X
0
Y and X
1
Y be the vertices in each of these parts. Thus, X = X
0
Y ⊔X
1
Y is an
equitable partition of the vertices in X. We define Y = Y 0X ⊔ Y
1
X analogously. Thus, each Y ∈ Qi−1
gives a random partition of X, and we make these random partitions independently. If X,Y is an
active pair, then, for a = 0, 1, the edge weight in Gi is α between X
a
Y and Y
a
X , and −α between X
a
Y
and Y 1−aX . See Figure 1. This completes the construction of G.
X Y
X1
Y
X0
Y
Y 1
X
Y 0
X
−α
−α
+α
+α
Figure 1: An active pair of parts X,Y
Note that if a pair of vertices goes across an inactive pair in step i, then its weight in G˜j for j ≥ i
(and hence in G) is fixed at 0 or 1, and it will go across inactive pairs at each later step. We chose
s = α−2/36 small enough to guarantee that only a small fraction of pairs will be inactive. In fact, the
following lemma is true.
Lemma 3.4. In each step i, for any X ∈ Pi, the proportion of Y ∈ Qi such that the pair X,Y is
inactive is at most .05, that is, there are at most .05|Qi| such Y . The analogous statement holds for
any part Y ∈ Qi.
Proof. Let Y ∈ Qi be a part picked uniformly at random. For each 1 ≤ j ≤ i, let yj be the number
such that yjα is the value of (any) edge between X and Y in the original Gj (they all have the same
value), if this is nonzero. This depends only on the partitions of the corresponding parts of step j− 1,
thus, we can define this even if the pair from step j − 1 are inactive. With this extended definition,
yj is a random variable that is 1 or −1, each with probability 1/2. In fact, these yj are independent.
Indeed, for any j, the numbers y1, y2, . . . , yj−1 depend only on which part of Qj−1 is a superset of Y ,
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but if we fix the part of Qj−1 which is a superset of Y , then yj is still 1 or −1 with probability 1/2.
Let Sj = y1 + y2 + · · ·+ yj. The pair will be inactive if and only if for some j ≤ i,
|Sj| ≥
1
2α
.
Now, we use the following well-known fact, which follows easily from the reflection principle: Let t
be a positive integer. Then
P (∃j ≤ i : Sj ≥ t) = P (Si ≥ t) + P (Si ≥ t+ 1).
Now, since the yi and hence the Si are symmetrically distributed and P (Si ≥ t+1) ≤ P (Si ≥ t), we
can conclude by the Chernoff bound that the probability that there is a j ≤ i for which |Sj | ≥
1
2α is
at most
4e−(
1
2α
)2/(2i) ≤ 4e−1/(8α
2i) ≤ 4e−1/(8α
2s).
Thus, substituting in s = 1/36α−2, then this will be at most 4e−1/(8/36) ≤ .05. That is, in any step,
at most a .05 proportion of the pairs of parts containing any given part will be inactive.
Note that the conclusion of the above lemma is satisfied no matter what our choices are for the
partitions in each step. In the following, we describe the properties that we want our graph to satisfy,
and show that with positive probability, our construction will satisfy them. We will show that if the
weighted graph G constructed above has the desired properties, then it will give a construction which
verifies Theorem 1.2. In fact, in Theorem 3.5, we will show that it has the stronger property that any
vertex partition of G with irregularity at most ǫ|V (G)|2 is not far from being a refinement of Ps.
Fix an i ≥ 1, a pair X ∈ Pi−1, and Y ∈ Qi−1, and a, b ∈ {0, 1}, such that the weight of G˜i between
XaY and Y
b
X is not 0 or 1 (note that it is constant). In other words, any part of Pi which is a subset
of XaY and any part of Qi which is a subset of Y
b
X form an active pair. The number of parts of Pi
in XaY is xi, and each such part is divided into 2xi+1 parts in Pi+1. Similarly, the number of parts
of Qi in Y
b
X is xi, and each such part is divided into 2xi+1 parts in Qi+1. Fix a part B of Pi with
B ⊂ XaY . Any part C of Qi with C ⊂ Y
b
X will split B into two collections of parts of Pi+1, where both
collections have size xi+1. Now we want the bipartitions B = B
0
C ∪ B
1
C of B to satisfy the following
two properties (see Figure 2).
1. Given two parts C and C ′ of Qi that are subsets of Y bX , we obtain two different partitions of
B, B0C ∪ B
1
C and B
0
C′ ∪ B
1
C′ . Let zhj be the number of parts of Qi+1 in B
h
C ∩ B
j
C′ . Since C
and C ′ both divide B into two equal parts, we can see that z00 = z11 and z10 = z01. Also,
z00 + z01 = xi+1. Let z = z(C,C
′) = zB(C,C ′) = z00 − z01. We want every pair C and C ′ to
satisfy |z(C,C ′)| ≤ r :=
√
6xi+1 lnxi.
2. For any two vertices u and v in B in different parts of Pi+1, we say that a part C separates u
and v if u and v lie in different parts in the partition B = B0C ∪B
1
C . Let y(u, v) be the number
of parts of Qi in Y
b
X that do not separate u and v minus the number of parts of Qi in Y
b
X that
do separate u and v. Then, for any v, u, we want |y(v, u)| ≤ t := xi/2.
We will show that for each of these properties, the probability of failure, given a random set of xi
partitions of B, is less than 1/2, implying that the probability that neither of them fails is positive. The
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X ∈ Pi−1 Y ∈ Qi−1
B ∈ Pi C ∈ Qi
C ′ ∈ Qi
B1C
B0C
B1C′B0C′
u
v
Figure 2: Part B is divided into two parts by both C and C ′, the horizontal line shows how C divides
it, the other line how C ′ divides it. We can see that C separates u and v, but C ′ does not.
partitions are independent for different choices of B, so with positive probability, the two properties
are satisfied for each B ∈ Pi−1, B ⊂ XaY . We require the analogous conditions for the bipartitions of
each part in Qi in Y
b
X . For the sake of brevity, we omit explicitly stating these conditions for the other
side. By symmetry between the two parts in the bipartite graph, the analogous conditions also hold
with positive probability on the other side, and since the partitions on the two sides are independent,
with positive probability they hold simultaneously for both sides. The conditions are also independent
if we take a different pair X,Y and a, b, or look at a different step i. This clearly implies that there
exists a set of good partitions, that is, a set of partitions such that these two properties are satisfied
for each i, for any of the required pairs X ∈ Pi−1, Y ∈ Qi−1, a, b ∈ {0, 1}, such that the pairs of parts
in step i between XaY and Y
b
X are active.
Thus, assume i is fixed, X ∈ Pi−1, Y ∈ Qi−1, and a, b ∈ {0, 1} such that any pair of parts of step
i between XaY and Y
b
X is active, and B ∈ Pi−1 with B ⊂ X
a
Y is fixed. For fixed C and C
′, the value
of zB(C,C
′) follows a hypergeometric distribution. As the hypergeometric distribution is at least as
concentrated as the corresponding binomial distribution (for a proof, see Section 6 of [8]), we can
apply the Chernoff bound to obtain
P (|z(C,C ′)| > r) ≤ 2e−r
2/(2xi+1).
Recall that r =
√
6xi+1 lnxi. Since the number of pairs is xi(xi − 1)/2, the probability of the first
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property failing is at most
(xi(xi − 1)/2) 2e
−r2/(2xi+1) = xi(xi − 1)e−3 lnxi =
xi − 1
x2i
< 1/2.
Now we show that the second property holds with probability of failure less than 1/2. For a fixed
pair u and v, each bipartition separates them with probability xi+12xi+1−1 =
1
2 +
1
4xi+1−2 , independently
of the other bipartitions.
For a real number p and positive integer n, let Bn,p denote the binomial distribution with n trials
and probability value p, so if Z is a random variable with distribution Bn,p, then P (Z = k) =(n
k
)
pk(1 − p)n−k. If Z1 is the random variable with distribution Bn, 1
2
and Z2 is the random variable
with distribution Bn, 1
2
+δ with |δ| <
ln 2
2n , then P (Z2 = k) ≤ 2P (Z1 = k) for each k. Indeed,
P (Z2 = k)
P (Z1 = k)
= (1 + 2δ)k(1− 2δ)n−k ≤ (1 + 2|δ|)n ≤ e2|δ|n < 2.
Note that we can write y(u, v) as 2x(u, v) − n, where x(u, v) ∼ Bn,p, with n = xi and p =
1
2 + δ with
δ = − 14xi+1−2 . Since xi+1 = 2
xi/16, and xi ≥ x1 = 2
10, it is easy to check that |δ| = 14xi+1−2 <
ln 2
2xi
=
ln 2
2n . If we instead take y
′(u, v) = 2x′(u, v)− n with x′(u, v) ∼ Bn,1/2, by the Chernoff bound, we have
P
(∣∣y′(v, u)∣∣ > t) < 2e−t2/(2xi).
By the above analysis of binomial distributions with probability p near 1/2, we thus have
P (|y(v, u)| > t) < 2 · 2e−t
2/(2xi).
Recall that t = xi/2, and xi+1 = 2
xi/16. We have
(
2xi+1
2
)
< 2x2i+1 pairs of parts of Pi+1 which are
subsets of B. Thus, since xi ≥ x1 = 2
10, the probability of the second property failing is less than
2x2i+14e
−t2/(2xi) = exp((ln 2)(3 + xi/8)− xi/8) = exp(xi(ln 2− 1)/8 + 3 ln 2) < 1/2.
Thus, we indeed have a probability of failure less than 1/2 for each of the two properties. For
the remainder of the proof we will fix such a graph G with these properties for each i, for any pair
X ∈ Pi−1, Y ∈ Qi−1, any a, b ∈ {0, 1}, and any B ∈ Pi with B ⊂ XaY , and the same conditions holds
when we switch the two parts. We will show that the irregularity is at least ǫ|V (G)|2 in any partition
with not too many parts.
Theorem 3.5. The weighted graph G constructed in the above manner has the property that any
partition with less than .97(|Ps|+ |Qs|)/x1 parts has irregularity greater than ǫ|V (G)|
2.
We will show that we can assume that our partition is a refinement of the first partition, P1 ∪Q1.
This will give us a factor of 32x21 in the irregularity, and 4x1 in the size of the partition. Assuming
this, we will show something a bit stronger. We will show that if the partition has irregularity at most
32x21ǫ|V (G)|
2, then the partition is not too far from being a refinement of the joint partition Ps ∪Qs,
which implies that it has at least half as many parts.
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4 Singular Values and Edge Distribution in Matrices
In this section, we prove some properties about the edge distribution of bipartite graphs. The key
lemma gives a bipartite analogue of the expander mixing lemma of Alon and Chung [1]. While it is a
modification of a standard proof, we give the proof here for completeness.
If we have any weighted bipartite graph (with potentially negative weights) between two sets X and
Y , each of size n, we can represent it by an n × n matrix A, with X corresponding to the rows, Y
corresponding to the columns, and the entry value equal to the weight of the corresponding edge. Let
A = OΛUT be the singular value decomposition. Thus, Λ = diag(σ1, σ2, . . . , σn), σi ≥ 0, and O and
U are orthogonal real matrices (recall that A has real entries). Let λ = maxi σi. Also, for any v ∈ X,
C ⊂ Y , define
dC(v) =
∑
w∈C
avw.
This is the sum of the edge weights between v and the vertices in C. We next observe that if λ is
small, then the graph between X and Y is very uniform. The following lemma shows that for any
subset of the vertices on one side, most of the vertices on the other side will have density about equal
to the average density, which in our case is zero. This will imply that the number of edges between
any two sets is small in absolute value compared to their sizes.
Lemma 4.1. Suppose A is a matrix representing a weighted graph G between X and Y , and suppose
λ is the maximum of the singular values σi. We have the following.
1. For any C ⊂ Y , ∑
v∈X
dC(v)
2 ≤ λ2|C|.
2. For any B ⊂ X and C ⊂ Y ,
|e(B,C)| ≤ λ
√
|B||C|.
Proof. We first prove part 1. Let y be the vector with entries corresponding to elements of Y , with 1
at the elements of C, and 0 at the other elements. We claim that
〈Ay, Ay〉 ≤ λ2〈y,y〉.
Indeed, recall that A = OΛUT , and if we let y′ = UTy, then
〈Ay, Ay〉 = 〈OΛUTy, OΛUTy〉 = y′TΛ2y′ ≤ λ2〈y′,y′〉 = λ2〈y,y〉. (2)
The first equality in (2) follows by substituting for A, the second by substituting y′ and using the
fact that O is orthogonal. The inequality follows from the fact that Λ is a diagonal matrix containing
the singular values, and the last equality follows from the fact that U is orthogonal.
However, we know that
Ay = (dC(v), v ∈ X),
and thus
〈Ay, Ay〉 =
∑
v∈X
dC(v)
2. (3)
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However, it is easy to see that
〈y,y〉 = |C|. (4)
Combining (2), (3), and (4), we obtain ∑
v∈X
dC(v)
2 ≤ λ2|C|.
This completes the proof of part 1.
For part 2, we use the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, and the statement of part 1. We can see that
|e(B,C)| = |
∑
v∈B
dC(v)| ≤
√
|B|
√∑
v∈B
dC(v)2 ≤
√
|B|
√∑
v∈X
dC(v)2 ≤ λ
√
|B||C|.
This completes the proof of part 2.
Suppose we have an n×n matrix A with singular values σ1, σ2, . . . , σn. Consider the k-blow-up A
′ of
A, which is a kn× kn matrix where we replace each entry aij of A with the k× k matrix aijE, where
E is the constant matrix with 1’s everywhere. In other words, A′ = A⊗E is the tensor product (also
known as the Kronecker product) of A and E. Note that A′ corresponds to the matrix we obtain by
replacing each vertex by k (independent) vertices. We have the following lemma.
Lemma 4.2. Let A′ be the k-blow-up of an n×n matrix A, and λ and λ′ be the largest singular values
of A and A′ respectively. Then λ′ = kλ.
Proof. We will show that if the singular values of A are σ1, . . . , σn, then the singular values of A
′
are kσ1, kσ2, . . . , kσn, 0, 0, . . .. That is, we have each original singular value multiplied by k once,
and the remaining singular values of A′ are zeroes. This clearly implies the lemma. Let Ok be a
k × k matrix that is orthogonal, and the first column consists of 1√
k
everywhere (such an Ok clearly
exists). Then OTk EOk = diag(k, 0, 0, . . . , ) = kE11, thus, the singular values of E are k, 0, . . . , 0. If
Λ = diag(σ1, σ2, . . . , σn) = U
TAV , then set U˜ = U ⊗ Ok and V˜ = V ⊗ Ok. As the tensor product of
orthogonal matrices is orthogonal, the matrices U˜ and V˜ are orthogonal matrices.
U˜TA′V˜ = (UT ⊗OTk )(A⊗ E)(V ⊗Ok) = (U
TAV )⊗ (OTk EOk) = Λ⊗ kE11
= diag(kσ1, 0, . . . , 0, kσ2, 0, . . . , 0, kσ3, 0, . . . , 0, kσ4, . . . , ).
The second equality above is by the mixed-product property of the tensor product. Hence, the singular
values are as claimed, which completes the proof.
5 Irregularity Between Parts
Recall that a part of step i refers to a part of Pi or Qi. Next, we establish the fact that while G is
quite irregular between any two parts X and Y of step i − 1 (on opposite sides), almost all of this
irregularity comes from G˜i. In fact, almost all of the irregularity comes from Gi, since the Gj with
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j < i are constant across X and Y . Concretely, it is easy to check that irregG˜i(X,Y ) =
α
4 |X||Y |,
coming from considering the subsets X0Y ⊂ X and Y
0
X ⊂ Y . In contrast, Lemma 5.3 below easily
implies that irregG−G˜i(X,Y ) = O(x
−1/4
i α|X||Y |). The following lemma is key in establishing this
useful fact. The reader may ask why, if this is true for i = 1, we don’t just take a four element
partition: {V 0W , V
1
W ,W
0
V ,W
1
V }. The reason is that in this case the irregularity is larger than ǫ|V ||W |.
The bound we get from the lemma will be useful for i ≥ 2.
Lemma 5.1. If X ∈ Pi−1 and Y ∈ Qi−1 are two parts in step i−1, a, b ∈ {0, 1}, then for any U ⊂ XaY
and Z ⊂ Y bX , we have |eGi+1(U,Z)| ≤ .8x
−1/4
i αn
√
|U ||Z| ≤ .8x
−1/4
i αn
2, where n = |XaY | = |Y
b
X |.
Proof. There are three cases to consider. The first case is that the pair X,Y is already inactive. In
this case, all the weights in Gi+1 between X and Y are zero (recall that if a pair of parts becomes
inactive, then in later steps any pair of parts coming from this pair is also inactive). The second case
is that the pair X,Y is active, but after adding the weights in Gi, any edge between X
a
Y and Y
b
X will
have weight 0 or 1. In this case, for any two parts X ′ ⊂ XaY and Y
′ ⊂ Y bX of step i+1, the pair X
′, Y ′
will be inactive, thus, in Gi+1, all edges between them will again have weight zero.
In the remaining case, any pair of parts of step i+ 1 coming from XaY and Y
b
X is active.
Let A′ be the n×n matrix corresponding to the weighted graph Gi+1 restricted to XaY and Y
b
X . We
will show that the largest singular value λ′ of A′ is at most .8x−1/4i αn. This implies the desired result
by Lemma 4.1.
Recall that the edge weights in Gi+1 are equal between each part in Pi+1 and each part in Qi+1.
Let Hi+1 be the bipartite graph with vertex sets Pi+1 and Qi+1, so each part of step i+1 is a vertex,
and each edge in Hi+1 has weight equal to the density in Gi+1 across that pair of parts. Thus, Gi+1
is a blow-up of Hi+1. Let X˜ and Y˜ be the sets of vertices of Hi+1 that consists of those parts of step
i + 1 that come from XaY and Y
b
X , respectively. Let A be the matrix corresponding to the weighted
graph Hi+1, restricted to X˜ and Y˜ , and λ be the largest singular value of A. Then, A is an m ×m
matrix, where m = 2xixi+1, the number of vertices in each of X˜ and Y˜ . By Lemma 4.2, we have
λ′ = λ nm , thus, it suffices to show that λ ≤ .8x
−1/4
i αm.
Consider the matrix M = AAT . Note that
trM2 = tr(AATAAT ) =
m∑
i=1
σ4i ≥ maxσ
4
i = λ
4.
To complete the lemma, it thus suffices to show that trM2 ≤ (.8αm)4/xi.
The rows and columns of M both correspond to the parts of Pi+1 that are subsets of X
a
Y . Any
entry of M in the diagonal will be mα2, but the other entries will be much smaller.
First, consider an element off the diagonal, corresponding to v and u in X˜ that are in the same part
B of Pi. Then for any vertex w in any part that does not separate them, Avw = Auw = ±α, and for
a vertex in a part that does separate them, Avw = −Auw = ±α. Thus,
Mvu =
∑
w∈Y˜
AvwAuw = y(v, u)2xi+1α
2,
where y(u, v) = yB(u, v) is as defined at the end of Section 3, which is the difference between the
number of parts that do not separate them and the number of parts that do separate them. By
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construction, y(u, v) ≤ t = xi/2, and hence
|Mvu| ≤ 2txi+1α
2.
Now, if v and u come from two different parts B and B′ of Pi, then for any part C ⊂ Y bX of Qi,
it is divided “almost evenly” by B and B′, that is, about a quarter of the vertices in C have an edge
with +α going to both v and u, a quarter with +α to v, −α to u, a quarter with −α to v, +α to u,
and a quarter with −α to both. The difference is measured by zC(B,B
′) as defined in Section 3. To
be precise,
Mvu =
∑
w∈Y˜
AvwAuw =
∑
C∈Qi+1⊂Y bX
2zC(B,B
′)α2.
Thus,
|Mvu| ≤
∑
C∈Qi+1⊂Y bX
|2zC (B,B
′)|α2 ≤ 2xirα2,
where we recall that r =
√
6xi+1 lnxi.
There are m = 2xixi+1 diagonal entries Mvv inM , xi(2xi+1)(2xi+1−1) entries Mvu in the same part
of Pi with u 6= v, and xi(xi − 1)(2xi+1)
2 entries Mvu with u and v in different parts of Pi. Hence,
trM2 =
∑
v,u∈Xa
Y
M2vu ≤ m(mα
2)2 + xi (2xi+1(2xi+1 − 1)) 4t
2x2i+1α
4 + xi(xi − 1)(2xi+1)
24x2i r
2α4
≤ m3α4 + 4x3ix
4
i+1α
4 + 96x4i x
3
i+1 lnxiα
4 = m4α4
(
1
m
+
1
4xi
+
6 ln xi
xi+1
)
≤
(.8αm)4
xi
.
The last inequality is true because, if we recall that m = 2xixi+1, xi+1 = 2
xi/16, we have
1
2xi+1
+
1
4
+
6xi lnxi
xi+1
≤ .4 ≤ (.8)4.
(The expression on the left is maximized if i = 1, in which case xi = x1 = 2
10, xi+1 = x2 = 2
26 .)
This estimate completes the proof.
Note that if j ≥ i, we get the following corollary of the previous lemma, since we can divide X and
Y into the parts of Pj−1 and Qj−1 that are contained in them, and sum over all pairs.
Corollary 5.2. Let X ∈ Pi−1, Y ∈ Qi−1, and a, b ∈ {0, 1}. If U ⊂ XaY , Z ⊂ Y
b
X , and j ≥ i, then
|eGj+1(U,Z)| ≤ .8x
−1/4
j α|X
a
Y ||Y
b
X |.
Now, from this, it is easy to obtain the following lemma, which is the main result in this section,
and an important tool in the proof of the main result.
Lemma 5.3. Let X ∈ Pi−1, Y ∈ Qi−1, and a, b ∈ {0, 1}. If U ⊂ XaY and Z ⊂ Y
b
X , then
|eG−G˜i(U,Z)| ≤ .9x
−1/4
i α|X
a
Y ||Y
b
X |.
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Proof. Using the triangle inequality, and applying the previous corollary for each j from i to s− 1, we
have
|e
G−G˜i(U,Z)| =
∣∣∣∣∣∣
s−1∑
j=i
eGj+1(U,Z)
∣∣∣∣∣∣ ≤
s−1∑
j=i
∣∣eGj+1(U,Z)∣∣ ≤ s−1∑
j=i
.8x
−1/4
j αn
2 ≤ .9x
−1/4
i α|X
a
Y ||Y
b
X |.
Recall that xj+1 = 2
xj/16 and x1 = 2
10, thus the sequence (xj)j≥i grows very rapidly, which justifies
the last inequality.
6 Proof of the Lower Bound
The goal of this section is to prove Theorem 1.2, by first proving Theorem 3.5. We therefore suppose we
have a partition of the vertex set of G. We will show that if this partition is far from being a refinement
of Ps ∪ Qs, then it has large irregularity. We first assume that this partition is a refinement of the
bipartition, that is, we have two partitions, S of V and T of W . In fact, we will further assume for
now that S is a refinement of P1, and T is a refinement of Q1. We will later show (see Lemma 6.7)
how to get rid of these assumptions. Our goal for now is to prove the following lemma.
Lemma 6.1. Assume S is a refinement of P1 and T is a refinement of Q1. If the vertex partition
S ∪ T has irregularity at most 15000α|V ||W |, then at least a .97 proportion of the vertices in V are
in parts in S such that more than half of its vertices are in the same part of Ps, and at least a .97
proportion of the vertices in W are in parts in T such that more than half of its vertices are in the
same part of Qs. It follows that the number of parts in S ∪ T is at least .97(|Ps|+ |Qs|).
First, we will establish a simple fact that makes future calculations easier. It uses the triangle
inequality to show that the irregularity between a pair S, T of parts is large if there are large subsets
S′, S′′ ⊂ S and T ′, T ′′ ⊂ T for which the densities d(S′, T ′) and d(S′′, T ′′) are not close.
Lemma 6.2. Suppose we have, for two sets of vertices S and T , subsets S′, S′′ ⊂ S and T ′, T ′′ ⊂ T
for which |S′′||T ′′| ≤ |S′||T ′|. Then
irreg(S, T ) ≥
1
2
∣∣∣∣eG(S′′, T ′′)− |S′′||T ′′||S′||T ′| eG(S′, T ′)
∣∣∣∣ .
Proof. By the triangle inequality, we have that either∣∣∣∣eG(S′′, T ′′)− |S′′||T ′′||S||T | eG(S, T )
∣∣∣∣ ≥ 12
∣∣∣∣eG(S′′, T ′′)− |S′′||T ′′||S′||T ′| eG(S′, T ′)
∣∣∣∣ , (5)
or ∣∣∣∣ |S′′||T ′′||S′||T ′| eG(S′, T ′)− |S′′||T ′′||S||T | eG(S, T )
∣∣∣∣ ≥ 12
∣∣∣∣eG(S′′, T ′′)− |S′′||T ′′||S′||T ′| eG(S′, T ′)
∣∣∣∣ . (6)
Indeed, the sum of the left hand sides of (5) and (6) is at least the sum of the right hand sides. If
(5) holds, then we get the desired bound on the irregularity using the subsets S′′ and T ′′. So we may
suppose (6) holds.
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Since |S′′||T ′′| ≤ |S′||T ′|, multiplying the left side of (6) by |S
′||T ′|
|S′′||T ′′| ≥ 1 gives that∣∣∣∣eG(S′, T ′)− |S′||T ′||S||T | eG(S, T )
∣∣∣∣ ≥ 12
∣∣∣∣eG(S′′, T ′′)− |S′′||T ′′||S′||T ′| eG(S′, T ′)
∣∣∣∣ .
Since irreg(S, T ) is the maximum of the expression on the left over all pairs of subsets of S and T ,
this gives that
irreg(S, T ) ≥
1
2
∣∣∣∣eG(S′′, T ′′)− |S′′||T ′′||S′||T ′| eG(S′, T ′)
∣∣∣∣ .
Our goal is to give a lower bound on the irregularity of the partition S ∪ T . Since G is bipartite,
the irregularity is zero between a pair of parts in S or a pair of parts in T . Hence, irreg(S ∪ T ) is
equal to
irreg(S ,T ) :=
∑
S∈S
T∈T
irreg(S, T ).
If we have such subsets for the previous lemma for certain pairs of parts, by collecting the irregularity
between these pairs, we obtain the following corollary giving a lower bound on the irregularity of the
partition.
Corollary 6.3. Suppose we have an R ⊂ S × T , and, for each pair of parts (S, T ) ∈ R, subsets
S0T , S
1
T ⊂ S and T
0
S , T
1
S ⊂ T satisfying |S
0
T ||T
0
S | ≤ |S
1
T ||T
1
S |. Then,
irreg(S ,T ) ≥
1
2
∑
(S,T )∈R
∣∣∣∣eG(S0T , T 0S)− |S0T ||T 0S ||S1T ||T 1S |eG(S1T , T 1S)
∣∣∣∣ .
Proof. By the previous lemma, for any pair of (S, T ) ∈ R, we have
irreg(S, T ) ≥
1
2
∣∣∣∣eG(S0T , T 0S)− |S0T ||T 0S ||S1T ||T 1S |eG(S1T , T 1S)
∣∣∣∣ .
Adding this up for all (S, T ) ∈ R, we obtain
irreg(S ,T ) ≥
1
2
∑
(S,T )∈R
∣∣∣∣eG(S0T , T 0S)− |S0T ||T 0S ||S1T ||T 1S |eG(S1T , T 1S)
∣∣∣∣ ,
which is what we wanted to show.
For each step i, we define a coloring of the vertices. For a vertex v, look at the element S in S or
T containing v, and the part X in step i containing v. If |S ∩ X| > |S|/2, color v blue, otherwise,
color it red.
Since we keep refining partitions, a vertex can change from blue to red, but it can never change back
to blue. By assumption, S refines P1 and T refines Q1, so every vertex is blue in step 1.
For each i, let Ri be the set of vertices that turn red in step i. Let R˜i be the set of vertices that are
red in step i. Thus, R˜i = R1 ∪R2 ∪R3 ∪ . . .∪Ri is a partition of R˜i. We have R1 = ∅ as every vertex
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is blue in step 1. For any part S of S ∪T , let iS be the last step when it contains blue vertices. Note
that more than half of the vertices of S are blue in step iS , but in step iS + 1 (and later steps), there
are no blue vertices. For j ≤ iS , let Sj be the set of vertices in S that are blue in step j. Let S˜j be
the set of vertices in S that were blue in the previous step, but are red now, that is, S˜j = Sj−1 \ Sj.
Also, for S ∈ S and each j ≤ iS there is a unique X ∈ Pj such that Sj ⊂ X. For each Y ∈ Qj, this
X is divided into X0Y and X
1
Y , and for a = 0, 1, let S
a
j,Y = Sj ∩X
a
Y . For each S and Y , let Sj,Y be the
smaller and S∗j,Y be the larger of S
0
j,Y and S
1
j,Y , breaking ties arbitrarily.
The next lemma provides an important estimate in establishing a lower bound on the irregularity.
The set-up is that we have a fixed S ∈ S and X ⊂ Pj−1 such that Sj−1 ⊂ X. That is, |Sj−1| =
|S∩X| ≥ |S|/2. It then roughly says that Sj,Y is typically a large fraction of how much Sj−1 breaks off
at the next step. Note that in the next lemma the averaging for a typical Y is weighted by |Y ∩W ′|,
where W ′ is a large subset of W . For a vector λ = (λi) ∈ Rk and 1 ≤ p < ∞, we write ‖λ‖p for
(
∑k
i=1 |λi|
p)1/p and ‖λ‖∞ for max1≤i≤k |λi|. For X ∈ Pj−1, let QX be the set of Y ∈ Qj−1 such that
X,Y is an active pair.
Lemma 6.4. Let 2 ≤ j ≤ s. Let W ′ ⊂ W with |W ′| = C|W |. For each Y ∈ Qj−1, let Y ′ = Y ∩W ′.
Let S ∈ S be such that iS ≥ j − 1, and let X ∈ Pj−1 be the unique part with Sj−1 ⊂ X.
1. If iS ≥ j, then ∑
Y ∈QX
|Sj−1,Y ||Y ′| ≥ |S˜j|(C − .8)|W |.
2. If iS = j − 1, then ∑
Y ∈QX
|Sj−1,Y ||Y ′| ≥
1
2
(|Sj−1| − |S|/2)(C − .8)|W |.
Proof. In the case C ≤ .8, the desired bound is trivial, and so we may (and will) assume C > .8.
First, note that by Lemma 3.4, at most a .05 proportion of the Y are inactive with X, so at most
.05|W | vertices are in a Y that is inactive with X. The set Sj−1 is divided into parts A1, . . . , Ak by
Pj . First, look at a fixed pair of distinct parts Ah and Ai. By construction, at most a
3
4 proportion
of the Y in Qj−1 do not separate Ah and Ai, and so at most 34 |W | vertices are in a Y that does not
separate them. Call Y ∈ Qj−1 good (with respect to the pair h, i) if the pair X,Y is active and Y
separates Ah and Ai. For each h and i, let R(h, i) be the set of Y which are good. It follows that∑
Y ∈R(h,i)
|Y ′| ≥ |W ′| − .05|W | −
3
4
|W | =
(
C −
3
4
− .05
)
|W | = (C − .8) |W |. (7)
Now, we look at the first case. Since iS ≥ j, Sj is well-defined, and is one of the Ai. Without loss
of generality, we may assume A1 = Sj. Then S˜j is the union of all Ah with h ≥ 2. Since |Sj| ≥ |S|/2,
for each Y , the partition of Sj−1 into two parts corresponding to Y satisfies that A1 is a subset of
the larger part S∗j−1,Y and is hence disjoint from the smaller part Sj−1,Y . Thus Sj−1,Y is the union of
those Ah for which Y separates the vertices in A1 from the vertices in Ah. Using (7), we have∑
Y ∈QX
|Sj−1,Y ||Y ′| =
∑
h≥2
Y ∈R(1,h)
|Ah||Y
′| ≥
∑
h≥2
|Ah| (C − .8) |W | = |S˜j| (C − .8) |W |.
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This is the desired inequality, and completes this case.
We next consider the second case. Let λh = |Ah|. For each Y for which X,Y is an active pair, we
have
|Sj−1,Y | (|Sj−1| − |Sj−1,Y |) =
∑
h<i
Y ∈R(h,i)
λhλi. (8)
Thus, ∑
Y ∈QX
|Sj−1,Y ||Sj−1||Y ′| ≥
∑
Y ∈QX
|Sj−1,Y | (|Sj−1| − |Sj−1,Y |) |Y ′| =
∑
Y ∈QX
∑
h<i
Y ∈R(h,i)
λhλi|Y
′|
=
∑
h<i
λhλi
∑
Y ∈R(h,i)
|Y ′| ≥
∑
h<i
λhλi (C − .8) |W |
=(C − .8) |W |
∑
h<i
λhλi = (C − .8) |W |
(
‖λ‖21 − ‖λ‖
2
2
)
/2
≥ (C − .8) |W |‖λ‖1 (‖λ‖1 − ‖λ‖∞) /2
= (C − .8) |W ||Sj−1| (|Sj−1| − ‖λ‖∞) /2.
The first equation above is from substituting in (8), the second equation is by changing the order
of summation, the second inequality is by substituting in (7), the last inequality uses the inequality
‖λ‖22 ≤ ‖λ‖∞‖λ‖1, and the last equality is by substituting ‖λ‖1 = |Sj−1|. Dividing both sides by
|Sj−1|, we obtain (using that ‖λ‖∞ ≤ |S|/2)∑
Y ∈QX
|Sj−1,Y ||Y ′| ≥ (C − .8) |W | (|Sj−1| − ‖λ‖∞) /2 ≥ (C − .8) |W | (|Sj−1| − |S|/2) /2,
which completes the proof.
Our basic strategy is to show that if a significant proportion of the vertices turn red by step s, then
we must have a certain amount of irregularity. There will be two approaches to show this. If the
number of red vertices increases by a substantial amount in a single step, then we will look only at the
partitions in that step, and analyzing these we will obtain enough irregularity. However, it is possible
that the number of red vertices slowly increases on both sides, and eventually after many steps it adds
up to a substantial amount by a certain step, even though it never increases by much in any single
step. The following lemma will be applicable in this case. It obtains an amount of irregularity from
each step proportional to the number of new red vertices j ≤ i. With careful bookkeeping, it manages
to add these up to give a substantial lower bound on the irregularity.
Lemma 6.5. Suppose in step i ≥ 2 we have C|W | blue vertices in W and r|V | red vertices in V .
Then
irreg(S ,T ) ≥
r
12
(C − .8)α|V ||W | −
1
2
x
−1/4
2 α|V ||W |.
Proof. For a part T of T , let T ′ be the set of blue vertices in T in step i. Note that at least half of
T is blue (if any of its vertices are), and that in this case, they all belong to the same part Y of Qi.
Recall that for each S ∈ S , we defined iS to be the largest i for which S has blue vertices in step i.
We classify the parts S ∈ S into three types:
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A. iS ≥ i.
B. iS < i and Sis contains at most
5
6 |S| blue vertices.
C. iS < i and Sis contains more than
5
6 |S| blue vertices.
For each 2 ≤ j ≤ i, let S 0j be the collection of S of type A, or of type B with iS ≥ j. Let S
1
j be
the collection of S of type C with iS = j − 1. Let Sj be the union of these two collections. Let R
0
j be
the set of vertices in Rj that belong to some S ∈ S
0
j (recall that Rj is the set of vertices that became
red in step j). Let R1j be the set of vertices in V that belong to some S ∈ S
1
j . Note that it is not
necessarily true that the vertices in R1j are in Rj , however, all vertices in R
1
j will be red by step j (so
they will be in R˜j), and R
1
j for different j will be disjoint from each other (and from the various R
0
j ).
Also, note that while Rj is a subset of V ∪W , R
0
j and R
1
j are subsets of just V .
X Y
X1
Y
X0
Y
Y 1
X
Y 0
X
Sj−1
S1j−1,Y
S0j−1,Y
Sj
Figure 3: The disk is Sj−1, the bottom right part is Sj , the horizontal line divides it into S1j−1,Y and
S0j−1,Y . Recall that S˜j is Sj−1 − Sj.
For each 2 ≤ j ≤ i, we do the following. We know that for any T ∈ T , T ′ is a subset of a single
part of Qi, so it is in a single part of Qk for any k ≤ i. Let Y be any part of Qj−1, and T be such
that T ′ ⊂ Y .
First, suppose S ∈ S 0j , so iS ≥ j and Sj is nonempty. Then, Sj is a subset of a part X
′ ∈ Pj , and
Sj−1 will be a subset of a part X ∈ Pj−1 (where clearly X ′ ⊂ X). Assume that the pair X, Y is
active. Recall that X is divided into two parts by Y , X0Y and X
1
Y . This divides Sj−1 into two parts,
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S0j−1,Y and S
1
j−1,Y . The set Sj is a subset of one of them (since it is inside X
′), and, since |Sj| > |S|/2,
it will be inside the bigger one. Recall that Sj−1,Y is the smaller of the two. Thus, Sj and Sj−1,Y are
both entirely inside one of X0Y and X
1
Y , and we know that they are inside different ones. See Figure
3. This means that one of them has weight α on all edges going to T ′ in Gj , and the other has weight
−α on all such edges. Since they both have the same weight in G˜j−1, this implies, since Sis ⊂ Sj, that∣∣∣dG˜j (Sj−1,Y , T ′)− dG˜j (SiS , T ′)∣∣∣ = 2α.
In particular, we have ∣∣∣∣eG˜j (Sj−1,Y , T ′)− |Sj−1,Y ||Sis | eG˜j (Sis , T ′)
∣∣∣∣ = 2α|Sj−1,Y ||T ′|.
Note here that |Sis | >
|S|
2 > |Sj−1,Y |.
Observe that, if Sj ⊂ X
a
Y , then the expression within the absolute value on the left is negative if
T ′ ⊂ Y aX (and thus Sis ⊂ X
a
Y ), and positive if T
′ ⊂ Y 1−aX .
Now, suppose S ∈ S 1j . Recall that in this case, iS = j − 1, so Sj−1 is nonempty, but Sj is empty.
Thus there is a unique X ∈ Pj−1 such that Sj−1 ⊂ X. Recall that QX is the set of Y ∈ Qj−1 such
that the pair X,Y is active. For each Y ∈ QX , we have Sj−1 splits into S0j−1,Y and S
1
j−1,Y . Recall
that Sj−1,Y is the smaller of these two sets, and S∗j−1,Y is the larger of these two sets. Note that T
′ is
a subset of Y bX for b = 0 or b = 1. Thus, as before, we have∣∣∣∣∣∣eG˜j (Sj−1,Y , T ′)− |Sj−1,Y |∣∣∣S∗j−1,Y ∣∣∣eG˜j (S∗j−1,Y , T ′)
∣∣∣∣∣∣ = 2α |Sj−1,Y | |T ′|.
Fix an active pair X,Y with X ∈ Pj−1 and Y ∈ Qj−1. Adding the equations up for all pairs S, T
with S ∈ Sj , SiS ⊂ X, and T
′ ⊂ Y , we obtain that
∑
S∈S 0j
Sis⊂X
T ′⊂Y
∣∣∣∣eG˜j (Sj−1,Y , T ′)− |Sj−1,Y ||Sis | eG˜j (Sis , T ′)
∣∣∣∣+ ∑
S∈S 1j
Sis⊂X
T ′⊂Y
∣∣∣∣∣∣eG˜j (Sj−1,Y , T ′)− |Sj−1,Y |∣∣∣S∗j−1,Y ∣∣∣eG˜j (S∗j−1,Y , T ′)
∣∣∣∣∣∣ (9)
is equal to
2α
∑
S∈Sj
Sis⊂X
T ′⊂Y
|Sj−1,Y ||T ′|. (10)
It will therefore be helpful to find a lower bound on the sum of (10) over all active pairs X,Y with
X ∈ Pj−1 and Y ∈ Qj−1, or equivalently, to find a lower bound on the following sum.∑
X∈Pj−1
Y ∈QX
∑
S∈Sj
SiS⊂X
T ′⊂Y
|Sj−1,Y ||T ′|. (11)
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Fix an S ∈ Sj , and look at the terms of (11) corresponding to S. Let W
′ be the set of vertices
in W which are blue in step i, so |W ′| = C|W |. If S ∈ S 0j , then iS ≥ j, so we can apply case 1 of
Lemma 6.4 to get that the terms with this S sum to at least |S˜j|(C − .8)|W |, where we recall that
S˜j = Sj−1 \ Sj. If S ∈ S 1j , then we can apply case 2 of Lemma 6.4, to see that the sum of the terms
containing S is at least 12 (|Sj−1| − |S|/2)(C − .8)|W | ≥ (C − .8)
|S|
6 |W |, since |Sj−1| ≥
5
6 |S|. Summing
up the terms with S ∈ S 0j , we obtain (C − .8)|R
0
j ||W |. Summing up the terms with S ∈ S
1
j , we
obtain at least (C − .8)
|R1j |
6 |W |.
Thus, we have obtained that summing (9) over all active pairs X,Y in step j − 1 is at least
2α
(
|R0j |+
|R1j |
6
)
(C − .8) |W |.
We would like to use Lemma 5.3 to show that if we change G˜j to G everywhere in (9), then it does
not decrease by much. That is, if we look at
∑
S∈S 0j
Sis⊂X
T ′⊂Y
∣∣∣∣eG(Sj−1,Y , T ′)− |Sj−1,Y ||Sis | eG(Sis , T ′)
∣∣∣∣+ ∑
S∈S 1j
Sis⊂X
T ′⊂Y
∣∣∣∣∣∣eG(Sj−1,Y , T ′)− |Sj−1,Y |∣∣∣S∗j−1,Y ∣∣∣eG(S∗j−1,Y , T ′)
∣∣∣∣∣∣ , (12)
this is at least the value of (9) minus 2 · .9 · x
−1/4
j |X||Y |.
Fix a, b ∈ {0, 1}. Let T ′ be the set of T ∈ T for which T ′ ⊂ Y bX . For d ∈ {0, 1}, let S
′
d be the set of
S ∈ S dj for which Sj−1,Y ⊂ X
a
Y . Let S
′ = S ′0 ∪ S
′
1. For S ∈ S
′
0, let S
′ = Sj−1,Y , S′′ = Sis , and for
S ∈ S ′1, let S
′ = Sj−1,Y , S′′ = S∗j−1,Y . Note that in both cases |S
′| ≤ |S′′|. Then (9) is just summing∑
S∈S ′
T∈T ′
∣∣∣∣eG˜j (S′, T ′)− |S′||S′′|eG˜j (S′′, T ′)
∣∣∣∣ .
over a, b ∈ {0, 1}. The key observation is that, if a and b are fixed, then every term above has the
same sign, and hence the above sum is equal to∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
S∈S ′
T∈T ′
(
eG˜j (S
′, T ′)−
|S′|
|S′′|
eG˜j (S
′′, T ′)
)∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ .
First, we want to say that if we change G˜j to G in the expression inside the absolute values here, it
changes by at most 2 · .9 · x−1j |X
a
Y ||Y
b
X |. This is equivalent to the statement∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
S∈S ′
T∈T ′
(
e
G−G˜j (S
′, T ′)−
|S′|
|S′′|
e
G−G˜j (S
′′, T ′)
)∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ 2 · .9 · x
−1
j |X
a
Y ||Y
b
X |.
For each S ∈ S ′, let S′′′ be a random subset of S′′ of size |S′|, chosen uniformly from all subsets
of this size. Then E(eG−G˜j(S
′′′, T ′)) = |S
′|
|S′′|eG−G˜j(S
′′, T ′) and so the above expression (without the
absolute value signs) is the expected value of
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∑
S∈S ′
T∈T ′
(
e
G−G˜j (S
′, T ′)− e
G−G˜j (S
′′′, T ′)
)
.
Let T ′0 =
⋃
T∈T ′ T
′, S′0 =
⋃
S∈S ′ S
′, S′′′0 =
⋃
S∈S ′ S
′′′. The previous sum in absolute value equals∣∣∣eG−G˜j (S′0, T ′0)− eG−G˜j (S′′′0 , T ′0)∣∣∣ ≤ 2 · .9 · x−1/4j |XaY ||Y bX |,
where the inequality is by Lemma 5.3. This holds for any choice of S′′′, and so it holds for the expected
value. Hence, ∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
S∈S ′
T∈T ′
(
eG−G˜j (S
′, T ′)−
|S′|
|S′′|
eG−G˜j (S
′′, T ′)
)∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ 2 · .9 · x
−1/4
j |X
a
Y ||Y
b
X |.
This implies that
∑
S∈S ′
T∈T ′
∣∣∣∣eG(S′, T ′)− |S′||S′′|eG(S′′, T ′)
∣∣∣∣ ≥
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
S∈S ′
T∈T ′
(
eG(S
′, T ′)−
|S′|
|S′′|
eG(S
′′, T ′)
)∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
≥
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
S∈S ′
T∈T ′
(
e
G˜j
(S′, T ′)−
|S′|
|S′′|
e
G˜j
(S′′, T ′)
)∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣− 2 · .9 · x
−1/4
j |X
a
Y ||Y
b
X |
=
∑
S∈S ′
T∈T ′
∣∣∣∣eG˜j (S′, T ′)− |S′||S′′|eG˜j (S′′, T ′)
∣∣∣∣− 2 · .9 · x−1/4j |XaY ||Y bX |
Thus, the sum of (12) over each active pair X,Y in step j − 1 and a, b ∈ {0, 1} is at least
2α
(
|R0j |+
|R1j |
6
)
(C − .8) |W | − 2 · .9 · x
−1/4
j α|V ||W |. (13)
This holds for each 2 ≤ j ≤ i. Let us look at the sum of the lower bounds for each 2 ≤ j ≤ i. Recall
that Ri is the set of vertices that turn red in step i, and R˜i is the set of vertices that are red in step
i. In the following discussion, the color of a vertex refers to its color in step i. For an S of type A,
each of its red vertices belong to R0j for some j, since it turned red in some step. For an S of type B,
each of its vertices are red. We know that iS was the last step when it still had blue vertices, however,
since |SiS | ≤
5
6 |S|, we know that at least 1/6 of the vertices of S were red by step iS , so they belong
to Rj for some j ≤ iS . Also, by definition, for j ≤ iS , S will belong to S
0
j . Thus, all the vertices that
turned red by step iS will belong to R
0
j for some j ≤ iS (recall that R
0
j is the set of vertices in Rj that
belong to an S ∈ S 0j ). To summarize, for an S of type B, at least 1/6 of its vertices will belong to
R0j for some j. This means that the sum of |R
0
j | over 2 ≤ j ≤ i is at least 1/6 of the number of red
vertices that belong to an S of type A or B. If S is of type C, then by definition, each vertex in S is
red, and belongs to R1iS , and so the sum of R
1
iS
over 2 ≤ j ≤ i is at least the number of red vertices in
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an S of type C. Since each S ∈ S has type A, B, or C, we obtain that the sum of the lower bounds
(13) over 2 ≤ j ≤ i is at least
1
3
α|R˜i ∩ V | (C − .8) |W | − 2x
−1/4
2 α|V ||W |.
We will use Corollary 6.3 to get a lower bound on the irregularity in terms of the sum of (12) over
active pairs X,Y in step j−1, for each 2 ≤ j ≤ i. Fix a pair S and T . We will find subsets S0T , S
1
T ⊂ S
and T 0S , T
1
S ⊂ T to obtain a lower bound on the irregularity. Suppose first that S is of type A or B.
Thus, we have the term ∣∣∣∣eG(Sj−1,Y , T ′)− |Sj−1,Y ||SiS | eG(SiS , T ′)
∣∣∣∣ (14)
for some (possible empty) set of indices j ∈ JS ⊂ [2, i] ∩ Z. Let J
+
S be the set of indices for which the
expression inside the absolute values is positive, and let J−S be the set for which it is negative. Now,
if we take S0T to be the (disjoint) union of the sets Sj−1,Y , j ∈ J
+
S , and S
1
T = SiS , the sum of (14) over
j ∈ J+S is just ∣∣∣∣eG(S0T , T ′)− |S0T ||S1T |eG(S1T , T ′)
∣∣∣∣ .
The same holds if instead we take S0T to be the union of Sj−1,Y , j ∈ J
−
S , and sum (14) over j ∈ J
−
S .
Now, the sum of the expression over one of J+S or J
−
S is at least half the sum over all of JS , so we
let S0T be the union over J
+
S or J
−
S , whichever one has a larger sum, and S
1
T = SiS . Notice that
|S1T | = |SiS | > |S|/2, and S
0
T is disjoint from S
1
T , so |S
0
T | ≤ |S
1
T |. If S is of type C, then S can only
appear if j = iS + 1, so there is at most one term which contains S and T . Thus, we can just take
S0T = SiS ,Y and S
1
T = S
∗
iS ,Y
, and in this case, by definition, |S0T | ≤ |S
1
T |. Overall, we lose a factor of 2
in the lower bound (because of the sets S of type A or B), and we obtain a choice of S0T and S
1
T with
|S0T | ≤ |S
1
T | for certain pairs S and T such that
∑
S,T
∣∣∣∣eG(S0T , T ′)− |S0T ||S1T |eG(S1T , T ′))
∣∣∣∣ ≥ r6 (C − .8)α|V ||W | − x−1/42 α|V ||W |.
Applying Corollary 6.3 with T 0S = T
1
S = T
′, we obtain the desired lower bound on the irregularity of
r
12
(C − .8)α|V ||W | −
1
2
x
−1/4
2 α|V ||W |.
Note that we can apply this corollary as |S0T ||T
0
S | ≤ |S
1
T ||T
1
S |, which follows from T
0
S = T
1
S = T
′ and
|S0T | ≤ |S
1
T |. This completes the proof.
The next lemma establishes another lower bound on the irregularity between the two partitions. This
will be useful if there is a single step in which the number of red vertices increases by a substantial
amount. As this lemma obtains a bound on the irregularity by considering a single step, the proof of
this lemma is simpler than that of the previous lemma.
Lemma 6.6. Suppose in step i, we have C|W | blue vertices in W and β|V | blue vertices in V , and
in step i+ 1, we only have β′|V | blue vertices in V , where β > β
′+1
2 . Then
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irreg(S ,T ) ≥
1
4
(
β −
β′ + 1
2
)
(C − .8)α|V ||W | − x
−1/4
i+1 α|V ||W |.
Proof. Let S 0 be the collection of S ∈ S with iS > i, and S
1 be the collection of those S ∈ S for
which iS = i. Let S
∗ be the union of these two collections, so |
⋃
S∈S ∗ S| = β|V |. For each S ∈ S
∗
we have iS ≥ i, and let X(S) be the part X ∈ Pi with Si ⊂ X. Recall that for any X ∈ Pi, QX is
the set of Y ∈ Qi such that X,Y is an active pair, and, if X = X(S), for any Y ∈ QX , Si is split
into S0i,Y and S
1
i,Y . Further recall that we defined Si,Y to be the smaller of the two parts and S
∗
i,Y to
be the larger of the two parts. Similarly, for each T , if T ′ is the set of vertices in T which are blue in
step i, we have T ′ ⊂ Y ∈ Qi for some Y , and for each X ∈ Pi, T ′ is split into two parts. Let T ′X be
the bigger of the two parts. Now, as in the proof of the previous lemma, we have
∑
X∈Pi
Y ∈QX
∑
S∈S ∗:Si⊂X
T∈T :T ′⊂Y
∣∣∣∣∣eG˜i+1(Si,Y , T ′X)− |Si,Y ||S∗i,Y |eG˜i+1(S∗i,Y , T ′X)
∣∣∣∣∣ = 2α ∑
X∈Pi
Y ∈QX
∑
S∈S ∗:Si⊂X
T∈T :T ′⊂Y
|Si,Y ||T
′
X |. (15)
By definition, for each T and X, we have |T ′X | ≥ |T
′|/2. Thus,
2α
∑
X∈Pi
Y ∈QX
∑
S∈S ∗:Si⊂X
T∈T :T ′⊂Y
|Si,Y ||T
′
X | ≥ α
∑
X∈Pi
Y ∈QX
∑
S∈S ∗:Si⊂X
T∈T :T ′⊂Y
|Si,Y ||T
′|. (16)
Applying Lemma 6.4 with j = i+ 1 and W ′ the subset of W of blue vertices in step i, we obtain
∑
X∈Pi
Y ∈QX
∑
S∈S ∗:Si⊂X
T∈T :T ′⊂Y
|Si,Y ||T
′| =
∑
S∈S ∗
∑
Y ∈QX(S)
|Si,Y ||Y
′| =
∑
S∈S 0
∑
Y ∈QX(S)
|Si,Y ||Y
′|+
∑
S∈S 1
∑
Y ∈QX(S)
|Si,Y ||Y
′|
≥
∑
S∈S 0
(C − .8) |S˜i+1||W |+
∑
S∈S 1
1
2
(
|Si| −
|S|
2
)
(C − .8) |W |
=
 ∑
S∈S 0
|S˜i+1|+
∑
S∈S 1
|Si|
2
−
∑
S∈S 1
|S|
4
 (C − .8) |W |. (17)
Note that
∑
S∈S 0 |S˜i+1|+
∑
S∈S 1 |Si| is exactly the number of new red vertices in step i+1. Indeed,
any S that has blue vertices still in step i is in one of S 0 or S 1. If S is in S 0, then it contains blue
vertices in step i+ 1, and so the new red vertices from S are Si \ Si+1 = S˜i+1. If S is in S
1, then all
of its vertices are red in step i+ 1. Now, each vertex that belongs to an S ∈ S 1 is red in step i+ 1,
thus the number of such vertices is at most (1− β′)|V |. That is,
∑
S∈S 1 |S| ≤ (1− β
′)|V |. This gives
∑
S∈S 0
|S˜i+1|+
∑
S∈S 1
|Si|
2
−
∑
S∈S 1
|S|
4
≥
1
2
 ∑
S∈S 0
|S˜i+1|+
∑
S∈S 1
|Si| −
∑
S∈S 1
|S|
2
 ≥ 1
2
(
β − β′ −
1− β′
2
)
.
(18)
Combining (17) and (18), and simplifying, we obtain
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∑
X∈Pi
Y ∈QX
∑
S∈S ∗:Si⊂X
T∈T :T ′⊂Y
|Si,Y ||T
′| ≥
1
2
(
β − β′ −
1− β′
2
)
(C − .8)|V ||W | =
1
2
(
β −
1 + β′
2
)
(C − .8) |V ||W |.
Also using (15) and (16), we obtain
∑
X∈Pi
Y ∈QX
∑
S∈S ∗:Si⊂X
T∈T :T ′⊂Y
∣∣∣∣∣∣eG˜i+1(Si,Y , T ′X)− |Si,Y |∣∣∣S∗i,Y ∣∣∣eG˜i+1(S∗i,Y , T ′X)
∣∣∣∣∣∣ ≥ 12
(
β −
1 + β′
2
)
(C − .8)α|V ||W |.
As in the proof of the previous lemma, we want to change G˜i+1 to G in the above estimate, which has
a small effect on the lower bound. As the argument is the same as in the proof of Lemma 6.5, we only
summarize it. Again, for each term, the subsets of S and of T that we are considering are completely
within XaY and Y
b
X , respectively, for an active pair X,Y , and some a, b ∈ {0, 1}. Fix X,Y, a, b, and
look at the terms corresponding to XaY and Y
b
X . As before, all these terms will have the same sign,
and the exact same argument shows, using Lemma 5.3, that changing these terms decreases the sum
by at most 2 · .9 · αx
−1/4
i+1 |X
a
Y ||Y
b
X |. For simplicity we replace the .9 with 1, and since this is true for
all X,Y, a, b, adding it up, we have
∑
X∈Pi
Y ∈QX
∑
S∈S ∗:Si⊂X
T∈T :T ′⊂Y
∣∣∣∣∣∣eG(Si,Y , T ′X)− |Si,Y |∣∣∣S∗i,Y ∣∣∣eG(S∗i,Y , T ′X)
∣∣∣∣∣∣
≥
1
2
(
β −
1 + β′
2
)
(C − .8)α|V ||W | − 2x
−1/4
i+1 α|V ||W |.
Let R ⊂ S × T be the set of pairs S, T for which the corresponding pair X(S), Y (T ) is active.
These are precisely the pairs S, T that appear in the previous sum. For any such (S, T ) ∈ R, let X,Y
be the corresponding active pair, and take T 0S = T
1
S = T
′
X , S
0
T = Si,Y , S
1
T = S
∗
i,Y . By definition,
|S0T | ≤ |S
1
T |, and we can apply Corollary 6.3 to obtain
irreg(S ,T ) ≥
1
4
(
β −
1 + β′
2
)
(C − .8)α|V ||W | − x
−1/4
i+1 α|V ||W |.
This completes the proof.
Proof of Lemma 6.1. Now, we show that, assuming S refines P1, and T refines Q1, they must be
close to being refinements of Ps and Qs, and cannot have too few parts. Let vi and wi be the
proportion of vertices that are blue in step i in V and W , respectively. Then, since vertices can turn
red but can never turn blue, this gives us two non-increasing sequences. We want to show that if the
irregularity is less than 15000α|V ||W |, then both sequences stay above .97, so in particular vs and ws
are at least .97. If there is a step where wi ≥ .9, but vi ≤ .97, then using Lemma 6.5, and recalling
that x2 = 2
26 , the irregularity is at least
.03
12
(.9− .8)α|V ||W | −
1
2
x
−1/4
2 α|V ||W | =
1
4000
α|V ||W | −
1
2
x
−1/4
2 α|V ||W | ≥
1
5000
α|V ||W |.
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By the same logic, this also holds if vi ≥ .9 and wi ≤ .97. Thus, the only way it is possible that one
of vs, ws is below .97 is if there is an i such that vi and wi are both at least .97, but vi+1 and wi+1 are
both at most .9. Then, using just the fact that wi ≥ .9, vi ≥ .97, vi+1 ≤ .9, we can apply Lemma 6.6
to obtain that the irregularity is at least
1
4
(
.97−
.9 + 1
2
)
(.9−.8)α|V ||W |−.9x
−1/4
i+1 α|V ||W | =
1
2000
α|V ||W |−.9x
−1/4
i+1 α|V ||W | ≥
1
5000
α|V ||W |.
Thus, if the irregularity is less than 15000α|V ||W |, then both vs and ws are at least .97, and so S
and T are in fact close to being refinements of Ps and Qs respectively. To each part S ∈ S that has
blue vertices, there is a unique part X ∈ Ps with Ss ⊂ X. In other words, if two blue vertices belong
to different parts of Ps, then they belong to different parts of S . Since at least a .97 proportion of
the vertices are blue, at least .97|Ps| parts of Ps have blue vertices (since each part in Ps has the
same size), and so we have at least .97|Ps| parts in S . Applying the analogous argument, we have
at least .97|Qs| parts in T .
Now, in order to finish the proof of the main result, we need the following lemma.
Lemma 6.7. Let G be a graph with a vertex partition P, and Q is a refinement of P such that each
part of P is divided into at most k parts. If Q has irregularity I, then P has irregularity at least I
2k2
.
Proof. Let X and Y be two parts of P. The idea is that since we divide each part into at most k
parts, we can find a pair of parts of Q in X and Y that have large irregularity, and use this to show
that X and Y have some irregularity. To be precise, let X be the parts of P ′ that are subsets of X,
and Y be the parts of P ′ that are subsets of Y . Define
IXY =
∑
X′∈X
Y ′∈Y
irreg(X ′, Y ′).
Now, since each part of P is divided into at most k parts, one of the terms of this sum is at least
IXY /k
2. Let X ′ and Y ′ be a pair of elements of X and Y for which this holds. Now, this means that
there are subsets X ′′ ⊂ X ′, Y ′′ ⊂ Y ′ such that∣∣∣∣e(X ′′, Y ′′)− |X ′′||Y ′′||X ′||Y ′| e(X ′, Y ′)
∣∣∣∣ ≥ IXYk2 .
Now, we can apply Lemma 6.2 to show that
irreg(X,Y ) ≥
IXY
2k2
.
Adding this up for all X and Y , we obtain
irreg(P) =
∑
X,Y ∈P
irreg(X,Y ) ≥
∑
X,Y ∈P
IXY
2k2
=
1
2k2
∑
X,Y ∈P
∑
X′∈X
Y ′∈Y
irreg(X ′, Y ′)
=
1
2k2
∑
X′,Y ′∈P′
irreg(X ′, Y ′) =
1
2k2
irreg(P ′).
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Proof of Theorems 3.5 and 1.2. Consider a partition P with less than .974x1 (|Ps| + |Qs|) parts. Let
P ′ be the common refinement of P and P1 ∪ Q1. Then P ′ divides each part of P into at most
4x1 parts. It follows that P
′ has less than 4x1( .974x1 )(|Ps| + |Qs|) = .97(|Ps + |Qs|) parts. By
Lemma 6.1, P ′ has irregularity at least 15000α|V ||W |. By Lemma 6.7, P has irregularity at least
1
5000
1
32x21
α|V ||W | = 1224·10000α|V ||W | > ǫ(|V |+ |W |)
2 (recall that x1 = 2
10 and α > 226104ǫ). This is a
contradiction, and so we have completed the proof of Theorem 3.5.
Now, to finish the proof of Theorem 1.2, we first prove by induction that xk ≥ 2
8T (k + 1) holds for
each positive integer k. Indeed, this is true for the base case k = 1, since x1 = 2
10 = 28T (2). Since
xk ≥ x1 = 2
10, we have xk/16 ≥ 2
−8xk + 8. So, by the induction hypothesis, we have
xk+1 = 2
xk/16 ≥ 22
−8xk+8 ≥ 2T (k+1)+8 = 28T (k + 2),
proving the claimed bound.
By Theorem 3.5, the number of parts any vertex partition with irregularity at most ǫ|V (G)|2 is at
least .974x1 (|Ps| + |Qs|) >
1
4x1
|Ps| = 2
−12|Ps| ≥ 2−12xs ≥ 2−1228T (s + 1) ≥ T (s), where the last
inequality holds for s ≥ 3. As s ≥ 10−26ǫ2, this proves Theorem 1.2.
7 Concluding Remarks
In this paper, we determined that the numberM(ǫ) of parts in Szemere´di’s regularity lemma, Theorem
1.1, grows as a tower of twos of height Θ(ǫ−2). The upper bound we proved is a tower of height
2+ ǫ−2/16, and the lower bound is a tower of twos of height 10−26ǫ−2. We next sketch how to improve
the constant factors in both the upper and lower bounds.
We first discuss the upper bound, whose proof is given in Section 2. Recall that the range of possible
values for the mean square density is [d2, d], where d is the edge density of the graph. To maximize the
length of this interval, we should have d = 1/2. One can easily check that the upper bound argument
is tight only if for every pair of parts X,Y in a partition at a certain step, there are subsets X ′ ⊂ X
and Y ′ ⊂ Y such that |X ′||Y ′| = |X||Y |/2 and |e(X ′, Y ′)− d(X,Y )|X ′|Y ′|| = ǫ|X||Y |. It would then
follow that |d(X ′, Y ′) − d(X,Y )| = 2ǫ. The distribution of densities between pairs of parts in the
partition in step i would then follow a binomial distribution with mean 1/2 and i steps of size 2ǫ. This
is not feasible, as the densities are in the interval [0, 1], and after Ω(ǫ−2) steps, a constant fraction of
the pairs go between pairs of parts whose density would be outside the interval [0, 1]. Optimizing this
argument to get a best possible upper bound would be more complicated. We also remark that this
issue of densities having to be between 0 and 1 is the same as one of the main technical difficulties of
the lower bound proof, the fact that there are inactive pairs.
We next discuss the lower bound. Various parts of our lower bound proof do not attempt to optimize
the constant factor in the tower height bound forM(ǫ). One particularly large loss (a factor x41, where
x1 is the size of the first partition in the construction) comes from picking a large x1 and assuming
that the partition in question is a refinement of the partition in the first step. Instead, we could pick
a first partition with x1 parts, and pick the graph in the first step to have densities bounded away
from 0 and 1 and have the property that any refinement with small irregularity is close to being a
refinement of this given partition. We chose the current presentation without optimal constant factors
for the sake of clarity.
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The original version of Szemere´di’s regularity lemma
The original version of the regularity lemma can be stated in a more general form as follows. We say
a pair X,Y of vertex subsets form an (ǫ, δ)-regular pair if there is α ∈ [0, 1] such that for any subsets
U ⊂ X, W ⊂ Y , such that |U | ≥ δ|X|, |W | ≥ δ|Y |, we have d(U,W ) lies between α and α+ ǫ. Now,
given ǫ, δ, η > 0, call a partition into k parts (ǫ, δ, η)-regular if all but at most ηk2 pairs of parts are
(ǫ, δ)-regular. The lemma states that for any ǫ, δ, η, there is a K = K(ǫ, δ, η) such that there is an
equitable partition into k ≤ K parts that is (ǫ, δ, η)-regular. Again, it is not too difficult to see that if
the irregularity of an equitable partition is at most 12ǫδ
2η|V |2, then it is (ǫ, δ, η)-regular. Conversely,
if ǫ = δ = η, then if an equitable partition is ǫ-regular, it has irregularity at most 2ǫ|V |2.
Gowers [7] showed with c = 1/16 that there is a graph G whose smallest equitable (1− δc, δ, 1− δc)-
regular partition is at least a tower of height δ−c. Addressing a question of Gowers, Conlon and Fox
[5] showed that there are absolute constants ǫ, δ > 0 such that there is a graph G whose smallest
equitable (ǫ, δ, η)-regular partition is at least a tower of height Ω(η−1), which determines the right
tower height as a function of η.
In the case ǫ = δ = η, the upper bound proof gives a tower height of O(ǫ−5). Our result in Theorem
1.2 directly implies a new lower bound on the tower height in this case of Ω(ǫ−2). In fact, one can
combine the construction ideas in Theorem 1.2 and that in [5], and one should get a tower height of
Ω(ǫ−3). The addtional idea from [5] is that instead of adding and subtracting densities for every active
pair at each step, we only do this for a random fraction (on the order of η) of the active pairs at each
step. A further variant using ideas similar to those of Gowers by incorporating δ into the construction
should improve the exponent beyond 3, although we don’t see yet how to match the upper bound
exponent of 5.
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